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Clear Harbor Q4 Outlook: Waking Up Is Hard to Do 

This past quarter, global capital markets awoke from their long nap of low volatility to finally face a 

number of economic realities and tough monetary choices. Bond bulls cheered the end of the dream, 

particularly those who owned investment grade corporate debt and U.S. Treasuries; equity bulls 

groaned, as previously complacent investors saw the S&P 500 and MSCI All World Indexes decisively 

enter correction territory—a psychological line not crossed since the Fall of 2011. 

Data continues to favor the United States over the still-challenged economies of Europe, and urges 

caution as long-simmering financial risks appear to crest in China. But the central pivot point for markets 

remains central bank policy. The U.S. Federal Reserve, which on September 17 again hit “snooze” on the 

zero-bound button despite its prior resolutions to get moving this year, remains in a fitful sleep.  

Investors who were early to bed need not rise in a panic: this is a moment to reconsider specific 

positions, not abandon long-term strategies in what is likely to remain a market of muted returns. In 

fact, volatility provides opportunities for vigilant managers to calmly rebalance portfolios, harvest tax 

losses, and otherwise seek long-term benefits from near-term dislocations. 

GLOBAL DRIVERS 

 China & Emerging Markets: Risks Come to the Fore 

The first wave of selling in August arose from signs of slowing global growth, highlighted initially by a 

more precipitous weakening in China. The world’s second largest economy weighs heavily on both the 

global commodity cycle and expectations of export demand in developed nations. A wide range of 

emerging markets followed suit, particularly those reliant on commodity exports. 

We remain hesitant to place meaningful levels of direct capital into these markets. We fear that many 

emerging markets—though already well off their highs—are challenged not only in terms of growth and 

debt levels, but by ongoing political corruption that can impede needed reforms. This is very much a 

time to cleave to the regulatory stability, transparency and corporate oversight of developed markets.  

Avoiding exposure to China is nearly as difficult as avoiding exposure to Europe, as many U.S.-based 

holdings derive substantial revenue throughout the developed and emerging markets. Or consider 
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Japan: I was astonished to hear an investor on a recent financial news program proclaim that he had 

“zero exposure to China,” but was “very bullish on Japan equities.” The reality is that the headwinds to 

Japan’s exporters are blowing largely from China, where demand from everything from robotics to 

automobiles has fallen sharply. In a global economy, exposure to one market often equates to exposure 

to others. Recognizing this leads us to put a different premium on Japanese equities at a macro level. 

 United States: Questioning the Slog Forward 

U.S. markets quickly flagged in sympathy with China. While domestic data has generally continued to 

trend incrementally positive, signals grew sufficiently mixed in the quarter to raise questions about the 

strength of the world’s largest economy. Employment is the brightest spot when viewed through the 

lens of jobless claims, payrolls, and the unemployment rate; the level of job openings relative to 

available labor has likewise reached the tightest level in many years. At a macro household and 

corporate level, balance sheets are stronger now than at any time over the last decade. 

The cautionary “yang” to this uplifting “yin” is that U.S. inflation failed to meet the Federal Reserve’s 

target level of 2%, with wage gains remaining particularly elusive. At the same time, the vast majority of 

employment gains, while welcome, are in sectors associated with lower skills and incomes. Finally: 

improvements in the underemployment rate have lagged those in the headline unemployment rate, 

indicating that considerable slack remains in U.S. job markets—a pillar of self-sustaining growth.  

 EMEA: Truly Regional Challenges 

We have also begun to focus more on geopolitical events in Europe and the Middle East. The 

widespread plight of refugees, particularly those from Syria and Libya, has brought to the fore not only 

the incalculable pain and suffering emanating from upheaval across the Middle East, but also the 

dramatic economic and political challenge to Europe—the geographical outlet for hundreds of 

thousands of migrants. “EMEA,” a common corporate umbrella term for Europe, the Middle East and 

Africa, is no longer about geographical proximity alone: it has quickly come to denote a set of shared, 

and urgent, realities with a highly uncertain path to resolution. 

The Greek economic debacle appears to have diminished to the status of an afterthought, with far-right 

parties gathering momentum even as the migrants’ plight has captivated the region and the world. 

While we maintain exposure to Europe, we are monitoring both political events and regional financial 

markets closely, and believe an underweight position relative to the MSCI All World Index remains 

justified. 

THE FED’S CONUNDRUM 

 It’s Complicated 

The complexity of this global picture is echoed in the nuance and mystery surrounding the timing and 

pace of future interest rate policy. The Fed may have seemed to quell fears of a rate-hike this year, but 

in reality the Fed’s Open Market Committee remains internally torn over the timing and slope of future 

increases. Perhaps just as significant: in articulating the FOMC’s hesitation, Chairman Yellen explicitly 
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cited a worsening economic picture abroad. This newfound coupling of global economic concerns, 

particularly against a background of gathering deflationary pressures, further spooked investors away 

from equity markets and into the relative comfort of U.S. Treasuries and gold.  

 It’s a (Message) Problem 

Particularly disconcerting to some participants was the abruptness with which the FOMC reversed its 

previously consistent guidance that markets should expect at least one rate hike in 2015. In fact, a week 

before the Fed’s announcement, I went on record to suggest that the market would require an 

explanation for any departure from this highly telegraphed plan.  

In the end, Yellen may have resorted to the “global economy” explanation because the more familiar 

reasons cited were unpersuasive. For example, dollar strength and currency volatility were not new this 

quarter: the Fed just decided to highlight them on Thursday. (The dollar was actually stronger at the 

time of the July meeting, yet received no mention then.) Message inconsistency grew further in recent 

days as more hawkish voices from the Fed’s ranks made themselves heard. 

Ultimately, the Fed’s real message may be one that no Fed chair would want to make explicit: that 

things are bad, and may become worse. That is, of course, the message many investors received—and 

the volatility since then speaks to the increase in the Fed itself as a risk factor for markets going forward. 

 It’s a (Real) Problem 

Despite their best efforts to explain their action and exude confidence in the decision to stand pat, the 

Fed’s real conundrum remains stark: either raise rates and risk losing the hard-won traction gained in 

recent years, or else wait for inflation, wages and overall growth to accelerate, and risk meeting the next 

recession without that most conventional of monetary bullets—the ability to cut the Fed Funds rate.  

While a move before year-end remains possible, the bond market suggest a marked increase in 

expectations that the Fed will remain at the zero bound for the remainder of the year, with inflation 

indicators at the forefront of their thinking. The Fed may simply believe such a path offers the lesser risk. 

 Prioritizing Risks 

This dovish posture makes clear that the Fed views inflation risks asymmetrically—i.e., that it is easier to 

slay the dragon of inflation (as Volcker ultimately did in the late 1970s) than dispel the ghost of deflation 

(as Japan has struggled to do for decades). It may also suggest that central bankers remain wary of a 

third risk: the impact of higher rates on sovereign finances. 

From the standpoint of liquidity, we are certainly far from the kind of post-Lehman environment that 

demands a flood of money. But from the standpoint of debt, even a small move higher would 

substantially increase the burden of debt service just as many economies are struggling to maintain 

growth. Given the amount of debt carried by mature and emerging sovereigns alike, this consideration is 

likely to persist in the Fed’s thinking long after confidence in a cyclical recovery has been reestablished.  
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MARKET ENVIRONMENT 

 Fixed Income 

All this is cause to expect the pace of rate increases, once initiated, to remain moderate. It was a core 

element of Clear Harbor’s base investment case for the year in January; it has remained so as inflation, 

employment and growth all persisted below trend in Q1, Q2 and Q3. And it continues to reflect a world 

in which fixed income returns are unlikely to persist at the mid-single-digit levels enjoyed over much of 

the past quarter-century.  

Prognosticators who have spent the last five years preaching the imminent return of higher rates have 

not just been wrong: their confidence in their predictions has bordered on the irresponsible. We push 

back on this persistent thesis—as we routinely do on our own ideas—even as we accept the critical role 

that fixed income can still play in portfolio volatility mitigation, income generation, and overall risk 

management. 

 Equities 

Equities face their own headwinds. As I noted in a recent Clear Harbor Flash, technical indicators are at 

pivotal levels, offering tea leaves for bulls and bears alike. But decelerating global growth, persistent 

disinflation, a flattening yield curve, and the increasingly apparent limits of global easing make poor 

excuses for multiple expansion in the absence of earnings growth. So while markets have generally 

rallied nicely off the August correction, it is earnings that may serve as the chief catalyst to equity-

market direction in the coming months. 

What will that direction be? If GDP expectations continue to decline, revenue and earnings expectations 

could follow; but if improved growth finally carries wage inflation higher, margins will be constrained—

particularly if interest rates rise, pushing the cost of capital higher. The result is something of a “heads, 

they win; tails, we lose” scenario. As we articulated in January, earnings growth expectations of nearly 

10% seemed overly optimistic; it now appears that any positive growth will suffice for the average 

analyst.  

To be sure: we hope that lower energy and borrowing costs may provide a helpful offset to boost animal 

spirits, and with them, revenue growth. But these macro realities, coupled with a less-than-enthusiastic 

outlook for 2016, raise a yellow flag signaling us to expect lower average portfolio returns across 

multiple asset classes. The risks of the consensus being wrong can limit the potential of even highly 

diversified portfolios. 

 Evaluating Opportunities 

With all of these things said, market dislocations offer opportunities for disciplined observers to go 

beyond a binary “risk on/risk off” mindset, and independently evaluate risks that others may have 

misunderstood and therefore mispriced. Exposures can be misappraised on a sector or regional basis, as 

with the example of Japan noted above, as well as at the grittier level of security selection. For example, 

Caterpillar is generally viewed as an adjunct of the mining and construction industries, and as such has 
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recently suffered in tandem with them. However, Cat is also linked to energy-related drilling and 

services activities. While this variability helps account for some of the decline in shares since the end of 

2014, the stock’s correlation to the price of oil remains unnoticed by many analysts—and largely 

unaccounted for in pricing both upside and downside risks to earnings expectations. 

While some examples indicate types of risk we might try to avoid, others represent opportunities that 

we believe market volatility has left at attractive levels. Clear Harbor’s Investment Committee is 

currently evaluating, or already deploying capital to, the debt and equity of a number of companies in 

natural gas and water distribution, among other sectors and classes. 

PORTFOLIO CONSIDERATIONS 

During downward swoons in markets, some expect wealth advisors to have anticipated adverse events 

and adjusted portfolios in advance to somehow profit from the unexpected market moves. But such 

maneuvering in hopes of correctly timing the ebbs and flows of the market carries tremendous risk. 

Decades of evidence suggests that a properly structured and vigilantly attended wealth strategy is far 

more important, and in fact is the single most critical variable, in achieving financial goals.  

At the same time, the level of attractiveness of a given investment, or even an entire asset class, also 

ebbs and flows. As our degree of conviction changes, we recognize some moments as good ones for 

accumulating securities; others for standing pat; and still others for rebalancing opportunistically, 

harvesting tax losses, positioning more defensively, and taking our foot off the proverbial gas pedal.  

We see this moment of technical, monetary, and economic uncertainty as belonging to the latter 

category. Particularly in light of the robust appreciation marked since early 2009, we have recently acted 

in many client portfolios to offset potential taxable gains, ensure alignment with target allocations, and 

otherwise adjust for the altered risks of the current environment. 

Regardless of market conditions, Clear Harbor incorporates a full range of tools and resources in the 

portfolio construction process as fiduciaries to our clients. Where efficient and appropriate to specific 

client objectives, these can include passive equity and fixed income strategies and external managers. 

Such measures can provide a diversification of risk exposures for clients, while introducing external 

insights that complement and challenge our internal strategies and broader thought process.  

Year-to-date, we are pleased with our decision to allocate some client capital to an external fixed 

income manager who has consistently generated outsized risk-adjusted returns over an extended 

period. Moreover, while continuing to select individual securities for client portfolios from Clear 

Harbor’s extensive in-house review process, we have also allocated a portion of U.S. equity capital to a 

well-established large cap growth manager whose presence in New York encourages routine monitoring, 

consultation and exchange of ideas with our Clear Harbor team. 

We believe this willingness to broaden our portfolio considerations has benefited our clients, and 

represents an important and growing aspect of our work as impartial advisors. Ultimately, all such 
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decisions reflect our commitment to source the most effective and appropriate tools available in pursuit 

of your wealth management goals.  

For some clients, one such goal is to become more active philanthropically. As the holiday giving season 

approaches, we are happy to discuss the appeal of establishing a Donor Advised Fund, a convenient and 

tax-efficient structure for diversifying and donating to deserving charitable causes. It is just one example 

of how the Clear Harbor team is devoted to realizing your financial dreams, while ensuring you are able 

to sleep well in any market environment. 

Sincerely, 
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